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Abstract
Coordinated punishment occurs when punishment requires a specific number of 
punishers to be effective, otherwise, no damage will be inflicted on the target. While 
societies often rely on this punishment device, its benefits are unclear compared 
to uncoordinated punishment, where punishment decisions are substitutes. In this 
paper, we compare the efficacy of coordinated and uncoordinated punishment in a 
team investment game with two investors and one allocator. Our findings indicate 
that coordinated punishment results in higher levels of cooperation and reciprocity, 
as measured by the levels of joint investment and the return by allocators. Impor‑
tantly, this does not translate into higher payoffs: investors use punishment more fre‑
quently when this is coordinated, which destroys the efficiency gains generated by 
the highest investment. In fact, our results suggest that the highest level of efficiency 
would be achieved if investors were not allowed to punish.
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1 Introduction

To be successful, individuals may need to coordinate their actions. For example, 
consider the case of two employees who decide to engage in strike action to nego‑
tiate pay and condition agreements with their employer. Although there are other 
instances of what we refer to as coordinated punishment (e.g., think of partnerships, 
professional societies, or unions), most existing models and experimental research 
typically assume that punishment is uncoordinated. In particular, it is often assumed 
that punishment decisions are substitutes and punishment is carried out on an indi‑
vidual basis. Arguably, this way of modelling punishment leaves a plethora of situ‑
ations unexplained in which members of a group cannot, by themselves, inflict any 
damage. There are indeed cases in which punishment will not occur unless there is 
unanimity, e.g., most States of the United States juries require unanimity for finding 
a defendant guilty.

This paper compares the effectiveness of coordinated and uncoordinated pun‑
ishment in a team investment game. The focus is on asymmetric social interaction 
based on division of labour or agency settings, e.g., our game can be thought of 
as a hold‑up game under incomplete contracts with several investors. We opted 
for a team investment where the proceeds of the aggregate investment of the team 
members (investors) are under the control of another agent (the allocator), because 
such situations are quite ubiquitous in real economies. The labour market provides 
a prominent example. In numerous employment arrangements, a group of work‑
ers are employed by a single employer (the firm). The employment agreement in 
such scenarios is highly incomplete and tends to confer substantial authority on the 
employer (Baron & Kreps, 1999). This asymmetric distribution of decision rights 
puts employees at risk of exploitation and leads to inefficiencies if they refuse to 
cooperate (Gambetta, 2000). In cases of team investment, investors (workers) face 
the collective action problem of credibly threatening to punish the allocator’s (the 
firm’s) opportunistic behavior.

We consider a team investment game with two investors and one allocator. The 
investors are considered to be workers in a firm or partners in a joint venture who 
decide whether or not to invest effort in a joint project, while the allocator decides 
how to share the investment’s returns. We assume that investment decisions are com‑
plements (e.g., Brandts & Cooper, 2006; Harrison & Hirshleifer, 1989; Riedl et al., 
2015; Van Huyck et al., 1990) and that the allocator values the investors’ decisions 
equally. This implies that the allocator will return the same amount to them if there 
is joint investment. Investors decide whether or not to punish the allocator based on 
the amount returned.

In our design (between‑subjects), we consider four different treatments, depend‑
ing on the punishment device.1 When punishment is uncoordinated, the allocator’s 
payoffs are reduced by 30% (60%) if one (both) of the investors decides (decide) to 

1 The fact that we impose complementarity in the investment decisions and split the allocators’ return 
into two identical parts implies that both investors are in the same position when deciding whether or not 
to punish.
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punish. Punishment requires coordination to be effective in the case of coordinated 
punishment. In particular, the allocator’s payoffs in this treatment are not reduced if 
only one investor punishes, while the allocator’s payoffs are reduced by 60% if both 
investors punish.2 We note that one possible reason for a better performance of coor‑
dinated punishment, according to some authors (Boyd et al., 2010; Olcina & Cal‑
abuig, 2015) is that coordinated punishment is associated with increasing returns to 
scale. We incorporate this feature in a treatment where the allocator’s payoffs are not 
reduced if only one investor punishes, while the allocator’s payoffs are reduced by 
80% if both investors punish. Finally, we consider a treatment in which punishment 
is not possible, as outlined in Cassar and Rigdon (2011). This treatment is used as 
a benchmark scenario to explore the impacts of punishment on behavior in a team 
investment game, which has not yet been investigated in the literature.

We provide experimental evidence that the levels of joint investment and the allo‑
cator’s return are higher when punishment has to be coordinated, compared with 
uncoordinated punishment. We also find that increasing returns to scale in coordi‑
nated punishment helps in fostering the level of joint investment but does not seem 
to influence the allocators’ return. This, in turn, implies that coordinated punishment 
might perform better than uncoordinated punishment, even if returns to scale are 
absent. One might expect these findings to translate into efficiency gains when pun‑
ishment has to be coordinated. Empirically, this does not appear to be the case. If 
we look at the sum of total payoffs, there are no differences across treatments when 
we compare coordinated and uncoordinated punishment. One important aspect that 
contributes to this finding is the fact that investors rely more frequently on joint pun‑
ishment when punishment has to be coordinated, i.e., before punishing, total pay‑
offs are higher when punishment is coordinated but there are no differences after 
punishing.

While our primary focus is to compare the performance of coordinated and 
uncoordinated punishment, a relevant finding in the dyadic version of the invest‑
ment game (Berg et al., 1995) is that allowing for punishment can have a detrimen‑
tal effect on behavior. In our team investment game, we observe negative effects 
of allowing for punishment on joint investment or on the allocator’s rate of return, 
but these effects appear only when punishment is uncoordinated. In this case, we 
observe the same behavior of investors and allocators when coordinated punishment 
involves increasing returns to scale compared to the treatment in which punishment 
is not possible. There are, however, differences in terms of efficiency: investors use 
punishment when it is available, which destroys the efficiency gains generated by 
coordinated punishment. In fact, when examining the total final payoffs for inves‑
tors and allocators, the highest total payoffs are obtained when punishment is not 
possible.

To our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the effect of coordinated 
punishment in an asymmetric situation, such as the team investment game. 
There is an existing body of literature that systematically looks at the effects of 

2 In our setting with two investors, the need to coordinate the punishment decision implies that unanim‑
ity is required to inflict damage on the allocator.
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punishment on the investment game (see, among others, Fehr & Rockenbach, 
2003; Fehr & List, 2004; Houser et  al., 2008; Rigdon, 2009; Calabuig et  al., 
2016). Yet these papers rely on the dyadic version of the game, thus they are not 
well‑suited for comparing the effectiveness of uncoordinated and coordinated 
punishment in a team investment situation. The most closely related studies are 
the theoretical models of Boyd et  al. (2010) and Olcina and Calabuig (2015), 
who highlight the benefits of coordinated punishment in an evolutionary setting. 
Boyd et al. (2010) consider a prisoners’ dilemma and show that cooperation can 
be sustained as an equilibrium outcome when punishers divide the cost of the 
punishment, if they coordinate their actions and decide to punish. In the model 
of Olcina and Calabuig (2015), there are two investors and one allocator who 
interact in an overlapping‑generations dynamic model. As in Boyd et al. (2010), 
it is possible to sustain a cooperative equilibrium in the presence of coordinated 
punishment when the (individual) cost of punishment decreases as the number 
of punishers increases. In their setting, however, there is also the possibility 
of peer punishment, since investors can punish each other after observing the 
punishment decision of the other team members. Our contribution to this litera‑
ture is to directly compare the effects of coordinated and uncoordinated punish‑
ment in an asymmetric situation, such as the team investment game, which also 
resembles a hold‑up team situation. In this vein, we show that coordinated pun‑
ishment may be beneficial for the joint investment even if subjects do not divide 
the cost of the punishment and peer‑punishment is not allowed.

The findings in our experiment dovetail with other studies that rely on the 
idea that punishment may require coordination, e.g., in the form of voting. Tyran 
and Felds (2006), Casari and Luini (2009), Ertan et al. (2009), Putterman et al. 
(2011), Noussair and Tan (2011) or Van Miltenburg et al. (2014), among others, 
allow subjects to vote over different punishment schemes in a public good game. 
Their results suggest that this usually results in efficiency gains because subjects 
tend to punish below‑average contributors and strong cooperators are barely 
punished. Our findings, that investors tend to free‑ride on the punishment deci‑
sions of others when punishment is uncoordinated but are more likely to punish 
together when punishment has to be coordinated, relate our paper to other stud‑
ies that discuss the importance of conditional punishment in the public goods 
game (Casari & Luini, 2009; Cinyabuguma et  al., 2006; Egas & Riedl, 2008; 
Kamei, 2014). Key to our discussion is the fundamental difference between the 
public goods game (where players have symmetric roles and identical opportu‑
nities to punish) and the team investment game (in which players differ in their 
roles and opportunities to punish). Furthermore, we do not allow for voting but, 
instead, consider that coordinated punishment occurs when players undertake an 
individual decision that is costly to them (e.g., workers decide to go on strike).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our experi‑
mental design. We present our behavioral hypotheses in Sect. 3 and summarize 
our findings in Sect. 4. Section 5 concludes.
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2  The team investment game with punishment

2.1  Experimental design

2.1.1  Investment game

We consider a team investment game with two investors and one allocator. In the 
game, each player is initially endowed with 20 Experimental Currency Units (ECUs, 
hereafter). They interact as follows:

• STAGE 1 (Investment): Investors choose simultaneously whether or not to invest 
in a joint project. The investment decision is a binary decision that can be inter‑
preted as investors putting effort or not into a joint project, or hiring an external 
agent. The individual cost of the investment equals 5 ECUs. When both investors 
decide to invest, the game proceeds to stage 2. If there is no joint investment, the 
game ends and the investor who decided to invest (if any) has to pay the cost of 
the investment.3

• STAGE 2 (Return): The joint investment results in a surplus of 30 ECUs. In Stage 
2, the allocator chooses the amount of ECUs to be returned to the investors. As 
the investment of each investor is equally valuable, we impose that any return 
x ∈ [0, 30] must be equally divided between the two investors, so that each of 
them receives x∕2 . The allocator adds the amount he keeps, (30 ‑ x), to his initial 
endowment of 20 ECUs.

• STAGE 3 (Punishment): Investors are allowed to punish the allocator upon 
observing the returned amount when punishment is possible. The punishment 
decision has an individual cost of 5 ECUs that is paid regardless of the pun‑
ishment inflicted on the allocator. This decision can be interpreted as investors 
deciding whether or not to protest or go on strike. The allocator’s payoffs are 
reduced in a given share �n ∈ [0, 1 ], depending on the number of investors that 
choose to punish, n ∈ {0, 1, 2} . If none of the investors decide to punish, then no 
damage is inflicted on the allocator ( �0 = 0). The reduction in the allocator’s pay‑
offs if only one of the investors punishes ( �1 ) or if they both punish ( �2 ) varies 
across treatments.

2.1.2  Treatments

In our  UP30,60 treatment, punishment is uncoordinated. If only one of the investors 
decides to punish, the allocator’s payoffs are reduced by �1 = 0.30. If both investors 
decide to punish, the allocator’s payoffs are reduced by �2 = 0.60.

3 An example of investments that are complements in the workplace include the case in which workers’ 
skills are complements. For instance, if one worker is an expert in IT (Information Technology) and the 
other worker is an expert in accounting and finance the project will be successful only if both workers 
provide effort (i.e., invest) in the project.
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In our  CP0,60 treatment, punishment has to be coordinated and the allocator’s payoffs 
are reduced by �1 = 0 [ �2 = 0.60] if one [both] of the investors decides [decide] to pun‑
ish. Hence, this treatment incorporates the idea that investors need to coordinate their 
actions to reduce the allocator’s payoffs.

Our  CP0,80 treatment incorporates the two characteristic aspects of coordinated 
punishment, i.e., the fact that coordination is required and the increasing returns are to 
scale. In this treatment, the allocator’s payoffs are reduced by �1 = 0 [ �2 = 0.80] if one 
[both] of the investors decides [decide] to punish.

Finally, we conduct a NP treatment with no punishment, i.e., there is no Stage 3 in 
which investors can punish the allocator after observing the return.

We summarize our treatment conditions in Table 1.
Payoffs: Let the dummy  1i take the value 1 if investor i decides to invest and 0 other‑

wise, while the  dummy1J stands for the case of joint investment, i.e., it takes the value 
1 when both investors decide to invest, otherwise  1J = 0. Similarly, let the dummy  1p 
denote whether investor i decides to punish or not. This variable takes the value 0 when 
punishment is not feasible, e.g., in the NP treatment.

The final payoff of each investor, πi is determined as follows:

The final payoff for the allocator, πA, is determined as follows:

(1)πi =

{

20 − 51i if1J = 0

15 +
(

x

2

)

− 5(1p) if1J = 1

(2)πA =

{

20 if1J = 0

(50 − x)(1 − �n) if1J = 1

Table 1  Summary of treatment 
conditions (reduction in 
allocators’ payoff ( �n))

Note: Punishment has an individual cost of 5 ECUs and it is only 
allowed in Stage 3 if both investors decided to invest in Stage 1. In 
all the three treatments with punishment, investors have to pay the 
individual cost of punishment if they want to reduce the allocator’s 
payoffs, regardless of whether or not the payoffs of the allocator are 
reduced. In our treatment with no punishment (NP) the game ends 
in Stage 2

Treatment None of the inves‑
tors punish (�0)

Only one investor 
punishes (�1)

Both inves‑
tors punish 
(�2)

UP30,60 0% 30% 60%
CP0,60 0% 0% 60%
CP0,80 0% 0% 80%
NP n.a n.a n.a
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where �n =
{

�0, �1, �2

}

 denotes the reduction in the allocator’s payoff after the pun‑
ishment decisions (see Table 1).4

2.2  Procedures

We recruited a total of 270 subjects to participate in seven experimental sessions. 
There were 75 subjects (2 sessions) in each of the punishment treatments and 
45 subjects (1 session) in our NP treatment.5 All sessions were conducted at the 
LINEEX (University of Valencia). Subjects were undergraduate students with no 
experience in similar experiments. The experiment was conducted using the z‑Tree 
software (Fischbacher, 2007), and no subject participated in more than one session. 
Subjects were recruited using the electronic recruitment system of the laboratory.

In our experiment, subjects played the team investment game for 15 periods in a 
partners‑matching protocol with each subject’s role, investor (Player A) or allocator 
(Player B), being fixed during the whole session.6 In each period, investors had to 
choose whether or not to invest in a joint project. We employed the strategy method 
for allocators by asking them the amount of money that they would like to return if 
the investment turned out to be successful in each period. We decided to employ this 
method so as to have more observations for the case in which we could not observe 
joint investment. In addition, there is evidence that the strategy method does not 
affect the behavior of allocators in the investment game compared with the direct 
method (see the meta‑analysis in Johnson & Mislin, 2011). Importantly, the decision 
of allocators was binding and disclosed to investors in the case of joint investment. 
More precisely, a screenshot at the end of each period informed subjects about the 
decisions of each investor in the group, the amount returned by the allocator (if there 
was joint investment) and the punishment decisions of investors when punishment 
was feasible. The type of feedback that subjects receive was kept constant across 
treatments, given that differences in information can alter behavior (e.g., see Nikifo‑
rakis, (2010) for evidence in public good games). We also kept constant the informa‑
tion that allocators received regarding the use of the strategy method, i.e., in none of 

4 It is worth noting that the value of �n can be interpreted as the capacity of punishment of investors, as 
this denotes how their punishment decisions affect the allocators’ payoffs. In our setting, this capacity of 
punishment �n determines the share that investors can destroy from allocators and it is independent of 
the amount that allocators return. However, there is a direct relationship between the capacity of punish‑
ment of investors and the fine-to-fee ratio or the effectiveness of punishment, which can be defined as the 
factor by which punishment reduces the allocator’s payoff (see Calabuig et  al., 2016; 2022 for further 
discussion).
5 This translates into 25 trios or independent observations in each of the punishment treatments (15 trios 
in the NP treatment).
6 In the experiment, the repeated game was preceded by a practice round for subjects to get familiar 
with the software. Subjects were re‑matched after the practice round (receiving no feedback) to play 
the repeated game, where we fixed the groups. At the end of the experiment, subjects were paid for 
their practice round and one randomly selected period of the repeated game. We observe no difference 
between the decisions in the practice round and the first period of the repeated game in any of the treat‑
ments. The interested reader can consult Appendix C for this analysis.
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the treatments did the investors know that allocators were making a choice for the 
case in which there would be no joint investment.

All the amounts are referred to ECUs in our experiment, which were transformed 
into Euros to pay subjects (3 ECUS = 1€). On average, each subject received about 
16€ for a 60‑min session, including a 5€ show‑up fee. At the end of the session, we 
collected information regarding the subjects’ gender, age, cognitive reflection (Fred‑
erick, 2005), risk aversion (Gneezy & Potters, 1997) and trusting behavior (Glaeser 
et al., 2000). We use these variables as controls in our econometric analysis. Appen‑
dix B contains the translated version of the experimental instructions, the screen‑
shots of the experiment and the complete questionnaire. This includes a summary 
of the demographic variables that we collected in our questionnaire, which do not 
differ across treatments (see Table B1).

2.3  Some (relevant) aspects of our team investment game

Before proceeding with our theoretical predictions, there are a few aspects of our 
experimental design that are worth discussing.

First, we extend the bilateral investment game in Berg et al. (1995) to the minimal 
setting in which coordinated punishment can be studied. Our setting has the advan‑
tage that we can derive tractable predictions in a theoretical model (see Appendix 
A). By studying coordinated punishment in a simplified environment, we can also 
obtain valuable insights into its underlying mechanisms and identify potential limi‑
tations. This can be useful when looking at the efficacy of coordinated punishment 
in more complex scenarios.

Second, our team investment game considers two investors and one allocator. 
This relates to the experimental paper by Cassar and Rigdon (2011), who vary the 
number of investors (1 or 2) and allocators (1 or 2) across treatments. There are at 
least two aspects that make our paper different from theirs. On the one hand, we 
allow for the possibility of punishment. On the other hand, we impose some sym‑
metries in the game, e.g., we focus on the case in which investment decisions are 
complements as is the case in weak‑link games (e.g., Brandts & Cooper, 2006; Har‑
rison & Hirshleifer, 1989; Riedl et al., 2015; Van Huyck et al., 1990). This, in turn, 
implies that the allocator values the investment of each investor equally, thus the 
amount that the allocator returns to each investor will be the same (by design).7

Finally, since our examples on labor conditions can be associated with stable 
relationships, we decide to consider an experiment where subjects interact repeat‑
edly using a fixed‑matching protocol.

7 Our goal is to compare both punishment devices when we avoid any interference from motivations 
such as envy or inequality aversion among investors, or any strategic behavior from allocators. In this 
vein, our design choices prevent investors making comparisons before deciding whether or not to punish 
the allocator. In fact, both investors are in the same position in the punishment stage, since joint invest‑
ment is required to produce the surplus and the allocator cannot compensate only one of them (e.g., to 
reduce the likelihood of being punished if punishment has to be coordinated).
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3  Theoretical predictions

Different behavioral models make different predictions, depending on the punish‑
ment device, if there is one. The self‑interest model, for example, assumes that sub‑
jects are exclusively motivated by their material payoff. In this setting, costly punish‑
ment will never occur, regardless of the punishment device. Thus, selfish allocators 
will return nothing and, anticipating this, investors will not invest. This predicted 
outcome is not only inefficient but it is also in sharp contrast with the observed 
behavior in laboratory experiments (see Cooper and Kagel (2017) and Eckel and 
Wilson (2010) for a review of the literature and Johnson and Mislin (2011) for a 
meta‑analysis).

There are other behavioral theories that provide more reasonable predictions on 
the effects of punishment on joint investments and return. In Sect. 3.1, we discuss 
the predictions when looking at coordinated and uncoordinated punishment. In 
Sect. 3.2, we discuss the predictions for the case in which we compare settings with 
and without punishment.

3.1  Coordinated versus uncoordinated punishment

Models of inequality aversion (e.g., Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000; Fehr & Schmidt, 
1999) predict that punishment will affect the investor and the allocator’s behavior in 
the team investment game, depending on the capacity and the cost of punishment. 
A key aspect in these theories is what constitutes a “fair” return. Inequality‑averse 
investors would punish if they received less than the fair return and, anticipating 
this, the allocator will increase the return to avoid being punished.

In our team investment game, the punishment decision is a public good only 
when punishment is uncoordinated: any investor has to pay the cost of punishment, 
and the potential benefits (in terms of higher returns from allocators and lower 
inequality) will be enjoyed by both investors. Coordinated and uncoordinated pun‑
ishment therefore differ in the “rules of the game” when a punishing subgame is 
reached. For selfish individuals this makes no difference in terms of behavior, but 
the strategic situation changes dramatically for individuals with social preferences 
who may be willing to punish unfair offers. As occurs in public good games (Fehr 
and Gächter2000, Carpenter, 2007, Egas & Riedl, 2008, Kamei, 2014), there is a 
social dilemma when punishment is uncoordinated, given that investors can free‑
ride on the punishment decision of others. This will result in lower levels of punish‑
ment, smaller returns from allocators and lower levels of joint investment. On the 
contrary, under coordinated punishment, the punishment subgame is a coordination 
game where the incentives to free‑ride disappear, i.e., the requirement of coordi‑
nation prevents the free‑riding behavior of investors in the punishment stage.8 In 
equilibrium, allocators anticipate that (for certain values of the cost of punishment) 

8 In fact, it is a step‑level public good where a contribution threshold needs to be reached: a minimum 
number of players (threshold) are necessary to effectively punish the allocator.
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investors will be more willing to punish if punishment has to be coordinated, thus 
they return a larger amount when punishment has to be coordinated than when it is 
uncoordinated.

In Appendix A, we formalize this idea by building on a two‑sided incomplete‑
information model with two possible types of investors (selfish and inequality‑
averse) and two possible types of allocators (fair‑minded and profit‑maximizer). We 
prove the existence of some efficient pooling equilibria in which both selfish and 
inequality‑averse investors decide to invest in equilibrium. We also show that if the 
share of inequality‑averse investors and fair‑minded allocators is sufficiently high, 
then, joint investment is more likely to occur when punishment requires coordina‑
tion, and this effect is amplified for increasing returns to scale. A similar argument 
applies to allocators. If investors are more likely to punish when punishment has 
to be coordinated, allocators will have incentives to increase their return so as to 
avoid being punished. Hence, we expect higher returns from allocators when inves‑
tors need to coordinate their actions.

Prediction 1 (Social preferences) We expect to observe higher levels of joint invest-
ment and a higher return from allocators when punishment has to be coordinated, 
compared with the case in which punishment is uncoordinated. The effect amplifies 
when coordinated punishment displays increasing returns  (UP30,60 <  CP0,60 <  CP0,80).

One important aspect in our model is that we expect for (inequality‑averse) inves‑
tors to free‑ride on the punishment decision of others if punishment is uncoordi‑
nated. This cannot occur if punishment has to be coordinated because one inves‑
tor cannot affect the level of inequality when punishing alone. Thus, we expect to 
observe higher levels of joint punishment when investors need to coordinate their 
actions.

Prediction 2  (Free‑riding hypothesis) We expect to observe higher levels of joint 
punishment when punishment has to be coordinated than when it is uncoordinated 
 (UP30,60 <  CP0,60 =  CP0,80).

Regarding efficiency, there is no clear‑cut prediction since Predictions 1 and 2 
go in opposite directions. It will depend on which of the two outcomes (joint invest‑
ment or joint punishment) plays a predominant role in efficiency.

3.2  Punishment versus non‑punishment

How does punishment affect behavior compared to a situation in which there is no 
feasible punishment? The deterrence hypothesis in Gneezy and Rustichini (2000) 
posits that individuals are less willing to undertake an action if they will be pun‑
ished. This, in turn, implies that allocators will return more if there is a threat of 
punishment, compared with a setting in which punishment is not possible. Antici‑
pating this behavior, investors are more willing to invest if they can punish the allo‑
cator. Indeed, this is the prediction of our theoretical model in Appendix A.
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Prediction 3 (Deterrence hypothesis) We expect to observe higher levels of joint 
investment and higher return from allocators when punishment is possible, com‑
pared with the case in which punishment is not possible.

While the deterrence hypothesis predicts a positive effect of punishment, evi‑
dence exists which shows that punishment may be detrimental for behavior, e.g., it 
might have a crowding‑out effect on the intrinsic motivation of individuals. Accord‑
ing to the models of intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, punishment have a direct “incen‑
tive effect” by altering subjects’ extrinsic motivation, making investors more willing 
to invest and allocators more willing to reward. However, it may also have indirect 
and opposite psychological effects on the intrinsic motivation, crowding out the 
incentivized behavior; e.g., if punishment is possible and investors decide to invest, 
the allocator may intepret this behavior as a “bad signal” because investment deci‑
sions are not necessarilty linked to trust. This, in turn, can lower the intrinsic moti‑
vation of the investors to exert effort.9

Prediction 4 (Crowding‑out effects) The levels of joint investment and the return 
from allocators will not necessarily increase when punishment is possible, compared 
with the case in which punishment is not possible.

The deterrence hypothesis predicts that the possibility of punishment will increase 
the levels of joint investment and the return by allocators, while models of intrin‑
sic/extrinsic motivation that account for crowding‑out effects allow for the opposite 
behavior. As a result, we would expect to observe NP <  UP30,60 <  CP0,60 <  CP0,80 if 
Predictions 1 and 3 are satisfied. If Predictions 1 and 4 are satisfied, then it would be 
possible to observe that NP lies in between any of the treatments where punishment 
is possible; it could even be the case that  UP30,60 <  CP0,60 <  CP0,80 ≤ NP, if allowing 
for punishment crowds out the intrinsic motivation to invest and return. In fact, the 
following prediction follows from Predictions 1 and 4:

Prediction 5 Efficiency will not necessarily be higher when punishment is possible, 
compared with the case in which punishment is not possible.

In our experiment, subjects play the team investment game for 15 periods in a 
partners‑matching protocol with the role of each subject (investor or allocator) being 
fixed during the whole session. We rely on well‑known results from finitely‑repeated 
games with incomplete information to argue that our predictions do not change for 
this repeated version.10

9 In fact, there is mixed evidence regarding the effect of punishment in the level of investment and the 
allocator’s return in the dyadic version of the investment game (Calabuig et  al., 2016; Fehr and List 
2004; Fehr and Rockenbach 2003; Houser et al., 2008; Rigdon 2009). The work of Gneezy et al. (2011) 
or Xiao (2018) provide a comprenhesive review on the positive and negative effects that punishment can 
have on behavior.
10 Using Folk theorems (Benoit and Krisna 1985, Friedman, 1971, Fudenberg and Maskin, 1986) we 
can posit that for a given finite horizon T, there is a set of distributions of the populations of investors and 
allocators for which there will be joint investment along most of the equilibrium path (except probably 
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4  Results

First, we analyze the levels of joint investment and the return set by allocators in 
Sect. 4.1. Then, we discuss the punishment behavior of investors and examine differ‑
ences in efficiency across treatments in Sect. 4.2.

4.1  Investment decisions and returned amount

Section  4.1.1 presents some descriptive statistics and the results of our non‑para‑
metric analysisfor the level of the joint investment and the allocator’s return. Sec‑
tion 4.1.2 includes the analysis of the joint investment and the intended return across 
periods. The main findings reported in these sections are robust to an econometric 
approach, as is discussed in Sect. 4.1.3 (the details of the econometric approach are 
relegated to Appendix E).

4.1.1  Descriptive statistics

Investment decisions. Figure 1a displays the relative frequency of individual invest‑
ment in each treatment condition. The frequency of joint investment is shown in 
Fig. 1b.

(a) Frequency of individual investmen (b) Frequency of joint investmentt

Fig. 1  Relative frequency of individual and joint investment in each treatment. Note:  UP30,60 refers to 
the uncoordinated punishment treatment,  CP0,60 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the amount 
reduced from the allocators’ payoffs is 60% if both investors punish and  CP0,80 refers to the coordinated 
treatment in which the amount reduced from the allocators’ payoffs is 80% if both investors punish. NP 
is the treatment in which there is no possibility to punish. In each treatment with punishment we have 50 
investors and 25 allocators. We have 30 investors and 15 allocators in NP

Footnote 10 (continued)
for the last periods). In addition, it is also well‑known that in a repeated game with finite horizon and if 
there is multiplicity of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium in the stage game, any succession of Nash equilibria 
of the stage game will constitute a subgame perfect equilibrium of the repeated game (see Brown and 
Fehr. (2004) for a similar approach).
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We focus our statistical analysis on the levels of joint investment in Fig.  1b, 
but the figures would be very similar if we analyzed the individual investment.11 
We find that the likelihood of joint investment is lower in  UP30,60 than in  CP0,60 
(16% vs 25%, p = 0.031). When we look at the treatments with coordinated punish‑
ment, we observe that joint investment is lower in  CP0,60 than in  CP0,80 (25% vs 
42%, p = 0.017). When we look at the behavior with and without punishment, we 
find a negative effect of allowing for punishment in that joint investment is more 
likely in NP than in  UP30,60 (39% vs 16%, p = 0.003). Similarly, there are differences 
between NP and  CP0,60 (39% vs 25%, p = 0.063). However, there are no differences 
in the likelihood of joint investment when comparing NP and  CP0,80 (39% vs 42%, 
p = 0.97).12

Result 1. (Predictions 1, 3 and 4)  Compared with uncoordinated punishment, joint 
investment is more likely if investors need to coordinate their punishment decisions. 
In addition, the increasing returns to scale amplifies the benefits of coordinated 
punishment. Finally, punishment reduces the likelihood of joint investment, except 
when investors need to coordinate their actions and there are increasing returns 
 (UP30,60 <  CP0,60 <  CP0,80 = NP).

Intended return. As we use the strategy method, Fig.  2 displays the intended 
return by allocators in each treatment.,1314

We observe that allocators intend to return more in  CP0,60 than in  UP30,60 (12.1 
vs 8.3, p = 0.014) but there are no differences between  CP0,60 and  CP0,80 (12.1 vs 
11.6, p = 0.72). We also find that the intended return by allocators in the absence of 
punishment (NP: 9.90 ECUs) lies in between their intended return in the treatment 
with uncoordinated punishment  (UP30,60: 8.3 ECUs) and the intended return in treat‑
ments where punishment is coordinated  (CP0,60: 12.1 ECUs,  CP0,80: 11.6 ECUs). 
Our non‑paramteric analysis indicates that differences in the return by allocators are 
(weakly) significant when we compare NP and  UP30,60 (p = 0.087), but there are no 

11 Unless otherwise noted, we rely on the Wilcoxon rank‑sum (Mann–Whitney) test for pairwise com‑
parisons. The p‑values refer to one‑tailed tests if we expect a directional alternative (e.g., higher levels 
of joint investment if punishment has to be coordinated). If there is no ex‑ante expectation, the p‑values 
refer to two‑tailed tests. In our analysis, we pool the observations by groups across the 15 periods to 
guarantee independence. We do not compare  UP30,60 and  CP0,80 as two elements change across treat‑
ments, namely i) the need to coordinate the actions and ii) the increasing returns to scale (or the effec‑
tiveness of the punishment). The interested reader can consult Calabuig et al. (2016) for this analysis.
12 If we correct the p‑values for multiple testing hypothesis using Bonferroni‑Holm the difference 
between NP and  CP0,60 becomes insignificant (corrected p = 0.126).
13 Allocators do not know whether or not their choices will be implemented in a period; thus, one may 
argue that their decision takes place in a “cold” state. To address this issue, we may consider the return 
by allocators for periods of joint investment (effective return) or their return in a “hot” state, which may 
be assumed to occur when allocators observed joint investment in the previous period. We observe a 
similar pattern when considering these alternative measures (see Table D2, Appendix D).
14 Figure D1 in Appendix D presents the distribution of intended return across treatments. We observe 
that allocators are heterogeneous in their return with spikes in the data taking place in 0 ECUs (no 
return), 10 ECUs (investors retrieve their investment), 15 ECUS (allocators return half of the surplus), 
and 20 ECUs (allocators divide the joint surplus equally among the three members of the team).
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differences when we compare the intended return in NP and any of the coordinated 
treatments (p > 0.57).15

Result 2. (Predictions 1, 3 and 4) Compared with uncoordinated punishment, allo-
cators return more if investors need to coordinate their actions, and the increasing 
returns to scale have no effect on the decision of allocators. In addition, the possibil-
ity of punishment reduces the return set by allocators, except when investors need to 
coordinate their actions  (UP30,60 <  CP0,60 =  CP0,80 = NP).

The two previous results support Prediction 1 and 4 (crowding‑out effects) from 
our theoretical analysis. Prediction 3 is not supported. Our results suggest that coor‑
dinated punishment fosters the level of joint investment and boosts the reward set by 
allocators, compared with uncoordinated punishment. There is also evidence that 
allowing for punishment may be detrimental for the behavior of investors and allo‑
cators, but differences in the capacity of punishment are also crucial in explaining 
choices, in line with previous findings in the dyadic version of the investment game 
(Calabuig et al., 2016; Fehr & List, 2004; Fehr & Rockenbach, 2003; Houser et al., 
2008; Rigdon, 2009).

Fig. 2  Intended return by allocators in each treatment. Note:  UP30,60 refers to the uncoordinated punish‑
ment treatment,  CP0,60 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the amount reduced from the alloca‑
tors’ payoffs is 60% if both investors punish and  CP0,80 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the 
amount reduced from the allocators’ payoffs is 80% if both investors punish. NP is the treatment in which 
there is no possibility to punish. In each treatment with punishment we have 50 investors and 25 alloca‑
tors. We have 30 investors and 15 allocators in NP

15 If we correct the p‑values for multiple testing hypothesis using Bonferroni‑Holm the difference 
between NP and  UP30,60 becomes insignificant (corrected p = 0.34).
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4.1.2  Dynamics

Dynamics of investment decisions: Figure 3a displays the frequency of individual 
investment across periods for each possible treatment. We observe a tendency for 
individual investment to decrease in every treatment, which is confirmed by the 
Jonckheere–Terpstra test (p < 0.001).16 Relevant to our setting is the behavior of 
investors regarding the levels of joint investment in Fig. 3b. In this case, the Jon‑
ckheere–Terpstra test identifies decreasing trends in joint investment over periods 

Table 2  Investors’ punishment decisions: Econometric analysis

Note: The dependent variable is the decision to punish the allocator. ReceivedReturnt is the amount that 
each investor receives from the allocator, Punisht−1 refers to the punishing decision of the investor in the 
preceding period, while OtherPunisht−1 refers to whether or not the other member of the team punished 
in the preceding period. We include the period in which decisions are made as well as dummy variables 
for the treatments

UP30,60 vs  CP0,60 CP0,60 vs  CP0,80

Logit Heckman Logit Heckman

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ReceivedReturnt − 0.490*** − 0.069*** − 0.448*** − 0.060***
(0.083) (0.011) (0.055) (0.005)

Punisht−1 − 0.290 0.0831 − 0.093 0.148***
(0.268) (0.073) (0.228) (0.0494)

UP30,60 * other  punisht−1 − 0.356* − 0.086***

(0.182) (0.028)
CP0,60 * other  punisht−1 0.057 0.022 0.022 0.021

(0.112) (0.017) (0.111) (0.014)
CP0,80 * other  punisht−1 0.260*** 0.050***

(0.097) (0.012)
Period − 0.053 0.001 − 0.060 − 0.005

(0.049) (0.010) (0.040) (0.005)
Coord. punish  (CP0,60) 1.555** 0.265***

(0.606) (0.095)
Coord. punish  (CP0,80) − 0.201 − 0.058

(0.556) (0.060)
Constant 5.186** 1.166*** 4.674 0.833***

(2.482) (0.347) (2.916) (0.280)
Heterogeneity Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of obs 282 1,286 484 1,274

16 We observe that the likelihood of individual investment varies significantly across treatments (Krusall 
Wallis, p = 0.003). When doing pairwise comparisons, the Wilcoxon rank‑sum (Mann–Whitney) test sug‑
gests that investment is significantly higher when punishment has to be coordinated, as it is suggested by 
Result 1 above  (UP30,60 vs  CP0,60: p = 0.07;  CP0,60 vs  CP0,80: p = 0.08).
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in all the treatments NP (p < 0.048),  UP30,60(p = 0.009),  CP0,60 (p < 0.001), except 
for the  CP0,80 (p = 0.257). Note that there is an end‑time effect, especially in the 
NP treatment, where joint investment goes from 33% in period 14 to 13% in 
period 15. The results regarding the long‑term trend hold if we remove period 15 
from the analysis, except for the NP treatment (NP: p = 0.438,  UP30,60: p = 0.039, 
 CP0,60: p = 0.001,  CP0,80: p = 0.89).

Differences in the behavior of investors can also be identified at the group 
level. The frequency of groups that invest in a period, provided that they invested 
in the previous one, is 43% in  UP30,60, 62% in  CP0,60, 80% in  CP0,80, and 69% 
in NP. The results of a test of proportion suggest that groups who invest in one 
period in  CP0,60 are more likely to invest in the subsequent one compared with 
groups who invest in one period in  UP30,60 (p = 0.028). If we compare  CP0,60 
and  CP0,80 the results suggest that the increasing returns to scale amplifies this 
effect (p = 0.029). As for the comparison with the NP treatment, the frequency 
of groups that keep investing after doing so in one period is 69%. This figure is 
statistically different from 43% in the  UP30,60 treatment (p = 0.009). The differ‑
ences are not significant when we compare NP with any of the treatments with 
coordinated punishment  CP0,60 (69% vs 62%, p = 0.48) and  CP0,80 (69% vs 80%, 
p = 0.23) (see Appendix D1 for other results regarding group heterogeneity).

Dynamics of the intended return: Figure 4 displays the intended return by allo‑
cators across periods for each possible treatment. There are at least three results 
regarding the intended return that are worth mentioning. First, we cannot detect 
any trend using the Jonckheere–Terpstra test (NP: p = 0.522,  UP30,60: p = 0.287, 
 CP0,60: p = 0.169,  CP0,80: p = 0.397), thereby suggesting that the behavior of allo‑
cators is quite stable across periods. Second, there is an end‑time effect in all 
treatments, which seems to be pronounced in the NP treatment where investors 
cannot punish the allocator. In this setting, the intended return goes from 9.67 
ECUs in period 14 to 2.33 ECUs in period 15.

(a) Frequency of individual investmen (b) Frequency of joint investment t

Fig. 3  Relative frequency of joint investment across periods. Note:  UP30,60 refers to the uncoordinated 
punishment treatment,  CP0,60 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the amount reduced from the 
allocators’ payoffs is 60% if both investors punish and  CP0,80 refers to the coordinated treatment in which 
the amount reduced from the allocators’ payoffs is 80% if both investors punish. NP is the treatment in 
which there is no possibility to punish. In each treatment with punishment we have 50 investors and 25 
allocators. We have 30 investors and 15 allocators in NP
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Finally, we observe that the intended return by allocators is below the horizontal 
line of 10 ECUs when punishment is uncoordinated. This is important because some 
authors relate reciprocity to the idea that the investment decision should be repaid so 
that it is worth engaging in some form of cooperation in the future (Gambetta, 2000, 
Alos‑Ferrer & Farolfi, 2019). In the  UP30,60 treatment, investors do not retrieve on 
average what they invested, which may discourage further investment (bear in mind 
that there is a decrease over time in the joint investment in  UP30,60).

4.1.3  Econometric analysis

Our previous findings are in line with our Prediction 1, that coordinated punishment 
is beneficial to joint investment and return levels, compared with uncoordinated 
punishment. Moreover, we find that the increasing returns to scale might help in 
encouraging higher levels of joint investment, while it barely has any effect on the 
allocators, i.e., it is enough for investors to coordinate their actions to get an increase 
in the return set by allocators. There are some variables (e.g., the individual char‑
acteristics or the history of decisions) that we have not taken into account in our 
previous analysis and could affect our results. In order to isolate their effect, we pre‑
sent an econometric analysis in Appendix E, where we study the determinants of the 
joint investment and the intended return using Arellano–Bond (1991) and random 
effect (hereafter, RE) specifications.17 To control for individual heterogeneity, we 

Fig. 4  Intended return by allocators across periods. Note:  UP30,60 refers to the uncoordinated punish‑
ment treatment,  CP0,60 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the amount reduced from the alloca‑
tors’ payoffs is 60% if both investors punish and  CP0,80 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the 
amount reduced from the allocators’ payoffs is 80% if both investors punish. NP is the treatment in which 
there is no possibility to punish. In each treatment with punishment we have 50 investors and 25 alloca‑
tors. We have 30 investors and 15 allocators in NP

17 We believe that Arellano‑Bond (1991) is appropriate to our setting since we have a potential endoge‑
neity problem (due to the partners matching) and we do not have exogenous variables to use as instru‑
ments; in fact, a test of serial autocorrelation confirms that the endogeneity problem is present in our 
data. See Roodman (2006, 2009) for a discussion on how to select a valid set of instruments in the Arel‑
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consider the variables: subjects’ gender, age, cognitive reflection, risk aversion and 
trusting behavior (see Appendix B for the corresponding definitions). In our analy‑
sis, we take into account the different dynamics across treatments by controlling for 
the period in which investors and allocators make their choices. In what follows, we 
summarize the main findings of our econometric approach.

Joint investment: We confirm the positive effects of coordinated punishment on 
the levels of joint investment, compared with uncoordinated punishment, e.g., the 
dummy variable  CP0,60 is always significant when comparing it with  UP30,60 (Arel‑
lano–Bond: p < 0.005, RE logit: p < 0.049). The difference between  CP0,60 and  CP0,80 
is also statistically significant at any common significance level (Arellano–Bond: 
p < 0.001, RE logit: p < 0.044). When we compare the investors’ behavior when pun‑
ishment is possible and when it is not, we confirm that investors are less likely to 
invest in  UP30,60 compared withNP (Arellano–Bond: p < 0.056, RE logit: p < 0.075). 
The same holds when comparing the  CP0,60 treatment with NP (Arellano–Bond: 
p < 0.066, RE logit: p < 0.081). There are no significant differences in the behavior 
of investors in the  CP0,80 and NP treatments (Arellano–Bond: p > 0.254, RE logit: 
p > 0.490). In addition, our estimates for the level of joint investment indicate that 
there is evidence of "homegrown trusting preferences" as defined by Cassar and 
Rigdon (2011), i.e., investors are more likely to invest if they did so in the previous 
period.18

Intended return: Our econometric approach confirms that coordinated punish‑
ment boosts the returned amount, compared with uncoordinated punishment. This 
is explained by the fact that investors need to coordinate their actions, rather than 
by the increasing returns to scale, i.e., the intended return is larger in  CP0,60 than in 
 UP30,60 (Arellano–Bond: p < 0.001, RE Tobit: p < 0.048) but it is indistinguishable in 
 CP0,60 and  CP0,80 (Arellano–Bond: p > 0.103, RE Tobit: p > 0.77). As for the effect 
of allowing for punishment, we find that allocators return less in  UP30,60 compared 
to NP (Arellano–Bond: p < 0.005, RE Tobit: p < 0.032). When punishment has to 
be coordinated, the Arellano‑Bond specification suggests that allocators return more 
compared to the case in which punishment is not possible, while the random‑effect 
Tobit specification suggests that there are no significant differences in the behavior 
of allocators in the NP treatment and the treatments with coordinated punishment 
 CP0,60 and  CP0,80(Arellano–Bond: p < 0.008, RE Tobit: p > 0.484 for  CP0,60 vs NP; 
Arellano–Bond: p < 0.003, RE Tobit: p > 0.412 for  CP0,80 vs NP). As a result, we can 
conclude that allowing for punishment is detrimental to the behavior of allocators, 
except when punishment has to be coordinated.

18 One interesting finding from the Arellano‑Bond model is that using punishment facilitates the joint 
investment when punishment has to be coordinated, i.e., observing that both investors punished in the 
previous period has a negative (positive) effect on the likelihood of joint investment when punishment 
is uncoordinated (coordinated) (see Table E1 in Appendix E). We discuss this issue further in Sect. 4.2 
below where we focus on examining the differences in punishment behavior across treatments.

Footnote 17 (continued)
lano‑Bond model. For other experimental papers that use this methodology see Fischbacher and Gächter 
(2010), Brañas‑Garza et al. (2013) or Charness et al. (2017), among others.
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4.2  Punishment behavior and efficiency

So far, we have shown that coordinated punishment can facilitate investor’s deci‑
sions on investment and foster the allocators’ return, compared with uncoordinated 
punishment. However, punishment decisions can also harm efficiency (Calabuig 
et al., 2016; Chaudhuri, 2011). In Sect. 4.2.1 we look into the punishing behavior of 
investors in each treatment. We then examine in Sect. 4.2.2 the effect of these deci‑
sions on the sum of total payoffs, which we take as a measure of efficiency.

4.2.1  Punishment behavior

Figure 5 summarizes the punishment behavior of investors in each treatment when 
punishment is feasible. Figure  5a shows that investors are more likely to punish 
when punishment has to be coordinated. The differences are (weakly) significant 
using a test of proportion if we compare  UP30,60  withCP0,60 (36% vs 49%, p = 0.088). 
The differences are not statistically significant for treatments with coordinated pun‑
ishment (49% vs 48%, p = 0.92). Note that joint punishment is required to inflict 
some damage on the allocator if punishment has to be coordinated. In Fig. 5b we 
observe that joint punishment is less likely in  UP30,60 than in  CP0,60 (17% vs 31%, 
p = 0.051), while differences are not significant when we compare  CP0,60 and  CP0,80 
(31% vs 36%, p = 0.702).19

(a) Frequency of individual punishmen (b) Frequency of joint punishment (group level)t

Fig. 5  Punishment behavior in each treatment. Note:  UP30,60 refers to the uncoordinated punishment 
treatment,  CP0,60 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the amount reduced from the alloca‑
tors’ payoffs is 60% if both investors punish and  CP0,80 refers to the coordinated treatment in which the 
amount reduced from the allocators’ payoffs is 80% if both investors punish. The number of observations 
in each treatment for the individual punishment is 50 and for the joint punishment is 25

19 The interested reader on the dynamics of punishment can consult Appendix D (Figures D2 and D3). 
When we look at the likelihood of punishment we observe no clear trend in  UP30,60 or  CP0,60, using the 
Jonckheere‑Terpstra test, but there is a decreasing trend in  CP0,80 (p < 0.001).
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Result 3 (Prediction 2) Investors are more likely to punish if punishment has to be 
coordinated; in fact, joint punishment is more likely to be seen in  CP0,60 and  CP0,80 
than in  UP30,60.

The previous result supports Prediction 2 that the levels of joint punishment 
are higher when punishment has to be coordinated. Next, we attempt to explain 
the determinants of punishment decisions by means of an econometric analysis in 
Table 2. It should be remembered that punishment cannot be observed in our team 
investment game unless there is joint investment. Thus, our first specification (Logit) 
estimates the individual decision to punish only for cases in which there was joint 
investment; otherwise, we have missing values of the dependent variable. Our sec‑
ond specification relies on the two‑step method in Heckman (1979) to estimate the 
likelihood that the investor will punish the allocator.20 In our model, the willing‑
ness to punish depends on the return received from the allocator (ReceivedReturnt) 
and the punishment decisions of investors. Our first variable (Punisht-1) refers to the 
punishing decision of the investor in the preceding period, which may be important 
if subjects have expressive preferences for punishment, as noted in Casari and Luini 
(2012). Kamei (2014) shows that punishment decisions can also be conditional on 
others’ punishment decisions. Our explanatory variable OtherPunisht-1 considers the 
punishment decision of the other member of the team in the preceding period. This 
variable is important in our setting as we expect investors (not) to free-ride if pun‑
ishment is uncoordinated (coordinated), respectively. Thus, we interact this variable 
with the treatment conditions. All regressions control for individual heterogeneity; 
in particular we consider the subjects’ gender, age, cognitive reflection, risk aversion 
and trusting behavior as measured by Glaeser et al. (2000) (see Appendix B for the 
corresponding definitions).

As expected, the likelihood to punish decreases with the allocators’ return. We 
also observe that investors are less likely to punish if their partner did inflict punish‑
ment in the preceding period, when punishment is uncoordinated. Such free-riding 
behavior is not observed in the coordinated devices; in fact, our analysis for  CP0,80 
suggests that investors are more likely to punish if their partner did so in the preced‑
ing period.

Result 4 (Prediction 2) In the  UP30,60 treatment, investors are less likely to punish if 
they observe that their partner did punish in the preceding period (free‑riding behav‑
ior). In the  CP0,80 treatment, investors are more likely to punish if they observe that 
their partner did punish in the preceding period.

20 The sample‑selection model in Heckman (1979) estimates first a probit model on the probability of 
the dependent variable to be observed. In our setting, this refers to the probability of observing joint 
investment (see Table E4 in Appendix E for this model). Then, a regression of maximum likelihood with 
the subsample is considered, including the Heckman’s lambda (obtained in the first step) as an additional 
regression. Our findings are robust to other specifications (see Calabuig et al., 2022).
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Overall, our findings suggest that the higher level of joint investments and the 
higher returns from allocators when punishment has to be coordinated (Results 1 
and 2) are accompanied by higher levels of joint punishment and less free‑riding 
behavior (Results 3 and 4).

4.2.2  Efficiency

In this section, we first look at the average reduction in allocators’ payoffs and then, 
we examine how differences in punishing behavior translate into differences in 
efficiency, which we measure using the sum of total payoffs. Not surprisingly, the 
average loss in allocators’ payoffs due to punishment is the highest in  CP0,80 (12.45 
ECUs). In this treatment, both the frequency of joint punishment and the reduction 
in the allocators’ payoffs when both investors decide to punish ( �2 ) are the high‑
est. While we observe less frequency of joint punishment in  UP30,60 than  CP0,60, 
the reduction in allocators’ payoffs is higher in the former treatment  (UP30,60: 9.82 
ECUs,  CP0,60. 7.88 ECUs). This (partially) occurs because allocators return more 
when punishment has to be coordinated, so that the reduction is lower in  CP0,60.21 
Figure 6 shows the sum of total payoffs both (a) before and (b) after the investors’ 
punishment decision.

The main finding that can be gleaned from Fig. 6 is that all benefits of coordi‑
nated punishment disappear once we account for the investors’ punishment decision. 
In fact, we find that the sum of total payoffs after punishment is roughly the same 
across treatments where punishment is possible (p > 0.366 for pairwise compari‑
sons). If we look at the effect of punishment on behavior, we find that NP outper‑
forms all other treatments in terms of efficiency when we look at the final payoffs 
(NP: 66.67 ECUs,  UP30,60: 59.67 ECUs,  CP0,60: 60.20,  CP0,80: 60.05 ECUs). Sta‑
tistically, differences are significant when we compare the sum of total payoffs in 

(a) Total payoffs before punishment decision (b) Total payoffs after punishment decisionss

Fig. 6  Efficiency across treatments

21 We find no significant differences when comparing the reduction in allocators’ payoffs in  UP30,60 and 
 CP0,60 (p = 0.235) or when comparing  CP0,60and  CP0,80 (p = 0.270).
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NP with the one in the rest of treatments with punishment ((p < 0.005 for pairwise 
comparisons). We summarize these findings as follows:

Result 5 (Prediction 5) Efficiency is the highest when punishment is not feasible. 
If there is punishment, there are no differences in efficiency between coordinated 
and uncoordinated punishment, once we account for the punishment decision by 
investors.

This result provides evidence in favor of Prediction 5 that punishment does not 
lead to efficiency gains, compared with the case in which punishment is not pos‑
sible. In the Appendix D we report the investors’ and the allocators’ payoffs before 
and after the punishment decisions (see Table D4). Our data show that punishment 
decisions mainly affect the allocators’ payoffs.

5  Concluding remarks

Coordinated punishment is a prevalent phenomenon in society as sometimes pun‑
ishers need to coordinate their actions and “punish together” for the punishment to 
be successful. In this paper, we look at the effects of coordinated punishment in an 
asymmetric situation that resembles the labor relationship. While there is mount‑
ing evidence on the effects of punishment in various settings, we are not aware of 
any paper that directly examines the comparison between coordinated and uncoor‑
dinated punishment in an asymmetric situation, such as the team investment game. 
Our paper is an attempt to fill this gap.

In our experimental setting we assume that investors may need to coordinate their 
actions and punish together to inflict any damage tothe allocator. In addition, we 
allow for coordinated punishment to exhibit returns to scale, compared with uncoor‑
dinated punishment. We find that joint investment is more likely when punishment 
has to be coordinated. We also find that allocators return more to investors when 
punishment has to be coordinated. However, these findings do not translate into 
higher levels of efficiency: we observe that total payoffs are the same under unco‑
ordinated and coordinated punishment, probably because the higher levels of joint 
investment and returns observed in the latter device are associated with a higher 
tendency for investors to punish together when punishment has to be coordinated. 
Thus, the more frequent use of joint punishment under the coordinated condition 
(Prediction 2) can be compensated by the benefits (higher investment and return) of 
coordinated punishment (Prediction 1).

In our paper, we also consider a setting in which punishment is not possible. 
In this respect, our findings seem to indicate that the negative effects of punish‑
ment that have been identified in the dyadic version of the investment game (Cal‑
abuig et al., 2016; Fehr & List, 2004; Fehr & Rockenbach, 2003; Houser et al., 
2008) are also present in our team investment game, especially when punishment 
is uncoordinated. These negative effects on the levels of joint investment and the 
allocators’ return tend to vanish when punishment has to be coordinated, but are 
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present when we look at the levels of efficiency: the sum of total payoffs is always 
higher if there is no possibility to punish  (Prediction 5). Overall, these findings 
suggest that models that incorporate crowding‑out effects (Prediction 4) might 
fit the data better than those that rely on the deterrence hypothesis (Prediction 3).

Our paper might be viewed as a first attempt to compare the effects of coor‑
dinated and uncoordinated punishment in an asymmetric situation when players 
have different roles and opportunities to punish. One important question to be 
addressed concerns how (and why) coordinated punishment emerges in a soci‑
ety or in a group. This is a relevant question as some authors have shown that 
it may be difficult to explain the evolution of cooperation from an evolutionary 
perspective when punishment is uncoordinated (Bowles et al., 2012; Boyd et al., 
2010; Guala, 2012). We argue that punishment decisions may be considered as a 
public good. In this regard, coordinated punishment, as opposed to uncoordinated 
punishment, has the great advantage of eliminating the free‑riding behavior of 
punishers. This idea paves the way to rationalizing the benefits of coordinated 
punishment in a team hold‑up relationship.

We believe that there are other aspects of coordinated punishment that may be 
worth considering in future research. An interesting extension would be to con‑
sider a continuum of investors. Our design could also incorporate the possibility 
of communication (Charness & Dufwenberg, 2006; Choi & Lee, 2014), given that 
punishment is sometimes “coordinated by means of gossip and other communica‑
tions” (Boyd et  al., 2010; Fehr & Williams, 2013). While these features would 
require using other analytical tools, the results of these models could shed light 
on the success of mobilizations and protests that may be required for punishment 
to be coordinated, e.g., the social upheavals in Chile or the Arab Spring, among 
others. Noticeably, extending the results to these settings may also result in con‑
sidering a different game, e.g., we may need to use threshold models in which 
people observe the action of others (Bikhchandani et al., 1992, 1998; Lohmann, 
2000). In this regard, revolutions have been modeled as coordination or stag‑hunt 
games in De Mesquita (2010), Edmond (2013), Kiss et al. (2017) or Barbera and 
Jackson (2020), and some models assume that protesters may have information 
on what others have done (e.g., Barbera & Jackson, 2020; Kiss et al., 2017). In 
this setting, communication constraints can affect the possibility of coordinated 
punishment, e.g., it may be more costly to coordinate actions when punishment 
has to be coordinated; thus one may wonder when and under what conditions this 
punishment device can thrive.

There are other aspects of our design that can be extended as well. For example, 
we deliberately focus on the case in which investment is a binary decision and the 
returns of the allocator are equally split between the investors. We have in mind a 
labor setting in which investors (or workers) choose whether or not to exert effort in 
a common project that requires complementarities and their effort is equally valu‑
able for the allocator (i.e., the firm). A natural extension would be to consider a set‑
ting in which investors can choose different investments and the allocator is allowed 
to reward them differently (Cassar & Rigdon, 2011). It may also be possible to con‑
sider a setting in which the creation of the surplus does not require the joint invest‑
ment, but it is suffice that one investor decides to invest to generate efficiency gains.
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Last, but not least, it seems reasonable to wonder whether people would opt for 
an institution with coordinated punishment if they had the opportunity to choose,in 
line with our paper, where subjects can endogenously decide the punishment institu‑
tion they want to implement, if any (Fehr & Williams, 2013; Kosfeld et al., 2009). 
We observe that workers become members of trade unions so as to negotiate agree‑
ments on pay and conditions with their employers, but are they really aware of the 
positive effects of being united?

We believe that testing this question is another avenue for future research, as it 
may be relevant to explain the (natural) emergence of institutions where punishment 
requires coordination by the group members. Overall, these possible extensions 
reflect important situations that have not yet been studied. We hope our research 
sparks further interest in these areas.
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